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Introduction
Against a backdrop of a weak crypto market weighed down by
macroeconomic concerns around the outlook for liquidity and
the impact of the war in Europe, Genesis achieved notable growth
in most of its operations. This highlights the expanding interest
in crypto asset allocations and trading strategies, despite lower
overall crypto market volumes and high levels of uncertainty
throughout almost all asset types. We are seeing institutions
continue to develop their crypto strategies and strengthen their
understanding of the industry, along with deeper engagement
with the broad range of products and services that Genesis can
offer.

More Information
To learn more about Genesis, or
to work together with the Genesis
team, contact us at:

info@genesistrading.com
www.genesistrading.com

Over the following pages, we provide a breakdown of our
lending, derivatives, spot and custody activities across Q1 2022,
along with in-depth insight from our lending and derivatives
desks. With this, we hope to shed light on the evolution of crypto
asset markets as well as the expansion of Genesis’ activity in the
space.
Selected highlights include:
→

In Q1 2022, the USD amount of active loans outstanding grew
to $14.6 billion, a level 17% higher than at the end of the previous
quarter, and 62% higher than at the end of Q1 2021.

→

As of March 31, cumulative originations had reached $195
billion.

→

The notional volume traded by the derivatives desk in Q1
reached $27.8 billion, up over 33% from Q4.

→

Assets under Genesis custody increased by 23% over Q1.

→

The USD volume of assets moved from Genesis Custody to
our trading or lending desks increased by 141% vs. Q4.

→

Genesis headcount increased 22% over the quarter to reach
208 employees spread across three continents and multiple
time zones.
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Genesis Q1 Results

Lending
Despite a market environment faced with many uncertainties and
valuations across all crypto assets nearly halving from November peaks,
the Genesis lending desk originated over $44.3 billion in loans in Q1
2022, bringing cumulative originations since inception in March 2018 to
$195 billion.

Active loans outstanding climbed to $14.6 billion to close the quarter, up
16.7% from the end of 2021. This is especially notable given the 4.9% drop
in the BTC price and the 15.2% fall1 in the ETH price over the quarter.
Despite the weak market environment, Genesis saw a strong level of
activity mainly due to organic volume driven by new institutions entering
the industry and by increasing demand for cash loans. This has allowed
Genesis to capitalize on its core competitive strengths as a leading digital
asset prime broker.

1

Calculated according to the Coin Metrics reference rate at 0:00UTC.
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Our portfolio mix continues to skew towards cash, which now represents
close to 50% of our overall active book. This weighting is the highest since
Genesis’ inception and indicates both compressed basis spreads across
major crypto assets indicating continued inflow of cash supply, as well as
Genesis’ improved access to cash supply from different sources.
This quarter, we highlight the growing institutionalization from traditional
sources of capital. Regional, crypto-progressive banks such as Silvergate
and Signature have significantly expanded their scope in crypto
financing, not only providing loans to CeFi players such as Genesis,
but also to several crypto-native, cash flow generating businesses. We
specifically highlight Silvergate’s $205 million loan to MacroStrategy
LLC (a subsidiary of MicroStrategy, Inc), which was structured as a
BTC collateralized margin loan. Several other regional banks such as
BankProv, Customer’s Bank and Cross River have also more recently
expanded their coverage to provide financing for high quality, cryptonative businesses and emerging fintechs. Specifically, with BankProv we
note an expansion of USD services through Banking as a Service APIs,
on/off ramps, and virtual ledgers with payment solutions. This represents
a significant shift from previous cycles and continues to indicate growing
confidence in cryptocurrency as an institutional asset class.
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The weighting of BTC in the loan portfolio was slightly higher than in Q4
largely due to organic originations, but term basis trading opportunities
compressed throughout the quarter. The weighting of ETH trended
downward over Q1 to levels last observed in Q4 2020, although growing
interest in staking, especially with the approaching Eth2 merge, has
presented opportunities to generate yield in DeFi. Interestingly, other
token loan originations grew slightly throughout the quarter. While this
is partially due to the valuation uplift of certain layer-1 ETH alternatives,
Genesis has been able to actively source from its institutional pipeline to
meet counterparty demand for delta-neutral or hedging strategies.

Derivatives
Genesis saw another record quarter in derivatives trading activity with
over $27.8 billion in notional value traded globally. This figure includes
bilateral OTC, negotiated block futures trades and exchange-traded
volumes, representing 33% quarter-on-quarter growth.
Other notable milestones:
→

In Q1, Genesis was #1 in market share for blocked BTC and ETH Deribitcleared derivatives via Paradigm with over $6.6 billion transacted.

→

Genesis traded $4.7 billion notional in altcoin derivatives. This was our
highest quarterly total yet as we continue to prove our ability to help
stakeholders hedge and speculate in even the most esoteric of markets.

→

The Genesis derivatives desk traded 61 different assets in the first quarter
of 2022.

→

In March, we printed the first ever ETH and BTC Micro options trades on
the CME.
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OTC Spot
The Genesis spot desk traded over $11.4 billion in volume in Q1, a notable
drop from Q4, reflecting the weaker market and declining spot volumes
across the industry.
The trend toward greater diversification of assets seen over previous
quarters, and reflected in our lending and derivatives desks, continued
in Q1. BTC comprised 48% of the traded volume, in line with last quarter,
while ETH saw a drop from 33% to 23% of total traded volume in Q1. The
desk saw a notable increase in activity across assets such as LUNA,
SOL, AVAX, ZEC, LINK, ATOM and GALA, to highlight a few.
Despite the weak market, OTC spot customers were 15% skewed to the
buy side, with a 46/54 buy/sell ratio.

Custody
Assets under Genesis custody increased by 23% quarter-on-quarter,
while the USD volume of assets moved from Genesis Custody to our
trading or lending desks increased by 141% over the same period as we
continued to integrate our lending and trading desk more tightly into our
SOC 2 Type 1-audited and FCA-registered custodian.
The number of customers onboarded increased by 36% over the quarter,
mainly large public and private mining companies, VC firms and other
traditional asset managers on a global level on the back of our FCA
registration as well as the roll out of 24/5 support.
SOL was Genesis Custody’s largest asset increase over the quarter, up
70%, supporting the continuing diversification beyond BTC and ETH that
we’re seeing throughout our operations. Strong growth was also seen in
BTC (+46%) and USDC (+62%) custody.
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Q1 Crypto Lending Market Insight

—by Eugene Chang; Joshua Shaked

Crypto Funding Opportunities
Since the middle of last year, we noted a macro trend occurring in which
BTC was gradually becoming a smaller proportion of our portfolio mix.
Part of the reason is the lack of opportunities in BTC cash and carry
trades (basis trades) as the 3-month trailing, 3-month basis continued
to compress especially during the first quarter of 2022. This can also be
seen in the ETH basis, which used to trade at a slight premium to BTC.
For Q1 2022, basis averaged about 4–5%, the lowest quarterly average
we’ve seen in two years and notably lower than the 8-9% for the trailing
12 months witnessed throughout 2021. However, with growing loan
origination mix in assets other than BTC/ETH/cash, we observed clients
focusing on delta neutral trades in alts, especially in the SOL-LUNA-AVAX
complex. Many clients are also focused on DeFi funding opportunities
in these native layer-1 blockchains, sometimes offering more attractive
rates than in typical ETH blockchain protocols.

Figure 1: FTX futures annualized rolling 3-month basis. Basis opportunities in both BTC and ETH averaged 4–5%
during the quarter and reached trough levels of 2% in late February as bearish macro sentiment rolled over. There
was a noticeable recovery heading towards the end of the quarter, but this is the first time that basis has remained
at these levels in the past two years. (Source: Skew.com)

BTC basis continues to suppress as we note the influx of retail aggregators
deploying to CeFi providers. We continue to observe this decline in
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the basis trade opportunity, as highlighted in our quarterly report of Q3
2021. While this has provided opportunities for Genesis to source BTC at
cheaper yields for clients, the use case for BTC is also gradually shifting
from a yield-generative to a risk-protective asset. This is also evident in
DeFi, where the main use case for WBTC (Wrapped BTC) is as collateral
on lending protocols. Meanwhile, we observe growing comfort on the part
of traditional financial institutions and fintech companies to underwrite
margin loans using BTC as collateral, a stark contrast from previous cycles
when BTC had yet to achieve growing mainstream acceptance, and more
importantly, risk underwriters.
Genesis has established itself as an integral player between traditional
capital providers and crypto CeFi/DeFi participants. We continue to
observe a gradual institutionalization in debt markets with increased bank
participation, triparty repo structures and syndicated, high yield issuances.
We highlight expanding BTC-backed loan offerings from banking providers
such as Silvergate and Signature Bank, as well as corporate treasuries such
as MicroStrategy’s adopting BTC as an integral asset on their balance sheet
and asset managers such as Van Eck and One River adopting digital asset
strategies to diversify their offerings to clients. Meanwhile, Genesis remains
focused on USD debt financing from multiple institutional pipelines as it is
still challenging for cryptocurrency-focused firms to source USD capital.
This is highlighted in our loan mix as we were able to successfully source
cash during this quarter to help service our clients’ capital requirements.

Figure 2: Lido staked ETH APR vs # of staked ETH on Lido. Typically, there is a negative correlation between rates
and supply of staked ETH. We specifically highlight the huge inflow of ETH in March which correlates to the low basis
yields observed between the futures vs. spot markets. (Source: Dune Analytics @LidoAnalytical)

In ETH, we contrast the basis opportunity between ETH and staking (on
platforms such as Lido) and highlight the growing supply since the second
half of 2021. In March 2022, the Eth2 merge narrative emerged as a major
catalyst that lifted valuation of ETH towards the end of Q1 2022. This served
as a positive catalyst to the industry in an otherwise cautiously optimistic
backdrop throughout the quarter as prices for major tokens remained
rangebound. With ETH basis compressing and staking rewards on Lido
higher (and less volatile), relatively, we observed an increase in supply of
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staked ETH originating from both retail and institutional pipelines. Finally,
we expect ETH funding costs to eventually increase towards the end of
the year coinciding with rumors on the release date of the Eth2.

Bridging the Gap between CeFi and DeFi
As part of Genesis’ commitment to serve as the portal between traditional
financial institutions and the digital asset space, we constantly search for
opportunities to broaden our products and services to lead the industry
in advancing innovation.
Another narrative to highlight in Q1 is the growing adoption of permissioned
DeFi protocols such as Maple, TrueFi, GoldFinch, Clearpool, and others.
Genesis is an active participant in the Maple ecosystem. We are confident
in these projects that have developed permissioned gateways for
institutions to access DeFi, bolstering industry KYC and AML standards
while adapting to regulatory requirements. The automation of these
platforms has promoted user-friendly experiences that are not only
major competitive advantages of DeFi platforms, but are also processed
under the same framework of traditional underwriting standards that are
familiar to institutions. This clear value proposition is helping institutions
be more confident entering into DeFi as many are beginning to launch
pilot projects and strategies.
This quarter, Genesis has also partnered with Compound through its
Compound Treasury service to continue our ecosystem partnership
with major DeFi platforms. Compound Treasury has created a platform
to enable financial institutions to access the benefits of the Compound
protocol, which extends over-collateralized loans in a compliant manner
adhering to regulatory guidelines. We believe that institutional adoption
would require meeting these standards for DeFi protocols, and as such
are honored to have the opportunity to work with one of the leading DeFi
players in our industry to establish this groundwork.
As a result of increased institutional capital inflow to regulated crypto
markets, the basis opportunity on regulated, centralized exchanges has
compressed. While institutional capital is willing to deploy to regulated
crypto markets, unregulated areas such as DeFi remain underserved and
inefficient. The next frontier of crypto yield inefficiency might converge to
DeFi.
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Some popular yield opportunities in DeFi today include Anchor Protocol
and Maple Finance. Anchor and Maple are both credit protocols that
foster two-sided marketplaces for lenders and borrowers. Maple’s
platform focuses on servicing unsecured credit to institutional borrowers,
whereas Anchor is user agnostic and operates on an overcollateralized
basis. Anchor pays a fixed 19.5% APY to UST depositors, which is largely
subsidized by a dwindling $300 million UST yield reserve. Maple pays a
variable 12—14% APY to USDC depositors, depending on the pool, which
is subsidized by the protocol’s MPL tokens.
For institutions that can solve for DeFi counterparty risk, smart contract
security risk and compliance risk, the rewards are large. As more
institutions look to DeFi as a yield source, there’s greater demand for
institutional DeFi infrastructure.
Over Q1 2022, we’ve noticed that institutions are slowly positioning
themselves to take advantage of DeFi market inefficiencies. In early
March, Avalanche announced a $290 million incentive fund to spur the
development of subnets, Avalanche’s horizontal scaling solution. A portion
of the incentive fund will be allocated to building out a permissioned DeFi
subnet that enables participating institutions to interact with DeFi in a
permissioned environment.
In other news, FIS, a leading technology provider to banks and capital
markets firms, is partnering with Fireblocks in an attempt to onboard
tradfi firms to institutional DeFi products like Aave Arc. BloXroute, a
DeFi infrastructure firm that helps users get superior trade execution
by frontrunning the mempool, raised $80 million in a Series B round
from SoftBank, Jane Street and others. The raise shows that big trading
firms and market makers are mulling DeFi participation by investing in
infrastructure that enhances trade execution and on-chain finality.
Verite, a decentralized identity standard developed with support from
Circle, Centre, Coinbase and Block, announced in February 2022
that it is building an open-source standard for sharing, issuing and
verifying digital identity. Along with its involvement in Verite, Circle is
simultaneously seeking a U.S. crypto bank charter. As USDC looks set
to become a regulated, FDIC-insured product issued by banks and
financial institutions, some believe that USDC will no longer be able to
freely circulate in permissionless DeFi markets. Ultimately, it is possible
that the DeFi stablecoin market converges to a dichotomy between
permissioned and permissionless markets, where USDC dominates
permissioned DeFi, and decentralized stablecoins like DAI, UST, and
FRAX circulate in permissionless DeFi.
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Q1 Crypto Derivatives Market Insight
— by Gordon Grant, Ravi Doshi

Risk Reversal
The seasonal slide in crypto that began post-Thanksgiving 2021
accelerated into the start of Q1 2022. Crypto market caps cascaded
lower in unison as global inflation (particularly in the U.S.) hit multidecade highs. The bond markets successively breached key levels after
the 10-year yield surpassed 1.8% in early January. From there, rates
ripped higher to ~2.5%, sending shockwaves through all corners of the
market. Crypto initially faltered in sympathy as BTC plumbed $35k and
ETH crashed below $2,400, roughly 25% and 35% lower, respectively,
than the start of the year.
However, conflict in Europe weighed just as heavily in driving price action
across crypto assets and ultimately led to extremely choppy markets.
Throughout the quarter, Bitcoin’s narrative ricocheted between
competing alter egos: a high-beta risk asset tightly correlated to tech in
a stock-market swoon; or a decentralized store of value against the
backdrop of shocking CPI prints and geopolitical instability.

Chart: BTC’s correlation to Nasdaq spikes higher in Q1. (Source: Bloomberg)

BTC realized correlations, implied volatility and skew gyrated with
spot prices as markets repriced Fed policy expectations post-Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine. Sentiment swung from near certainty of incoming
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lower lows in crypto with the possibility of approximately nine Fed rate
hikes looming, to optimism of a new bull market on the heels of Russia’s
excommunication from the SWIFT network and the freezing of its USD
reserves abroad. Bitcoin’s growing global adoption as a non-sovereign,
immutable store of value began to feel more certain than ever before.
Against this narrative, BTC swiftly moved higher from $37k to $45k taking
the rest of the crypto market with it.

Chart: Q1’22 Historical BTC price action showcasing the steep drop in prices at the start of the year, followed by
choppy action throughout the quarter.

Implied volatilities saw their highest print of the quarter in late February
as news of Russia’s invasion spooked markets. Participants began to
reach for gamma protection pushing 1-week IV’s to over 87% in BTC.
Without fail, natural hedgers saw this as a golden opportunity to sell rich
premiums and began hammering meaty upside calls in the front end of
the curve. These heavy market flows drove BTC vols back to a 6-handle
in a hurry, before continued uncertainty around the potential for a world
war saw vols creep up into the mid-70s over the coming weeks.
Notwithstanding the persistent whipsaw price action, demand for either
protective downside or directional upside proved mostly fleeting, with
vols hitting cyclical lows in the final days of the quarter. By the third week
of March, 9-month BTC implied volatility was trading in the mid-60s and
9-month ETH vol was priced less than 10 points higher. Eventually, these
levels proved too cheap to ignore. Genesis highlighted to clients the
value proposition of owning long-dated vega that was realizing above
its implied vols and subsequently saw over $500k of vega bought in a
matter of days, a size that is unquestionably ‘institutional grade’.
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With exchange-traded volumes of BTC options hovering near $5 billion
weekly even in a somewhat directionless market, and the material
upsizing of outright ticket sizes, the crypto derivative arena is clearly
attracting larger and larger players. However, while BTC and ETH prices
tread water at similar levels to nearly a year ago, overall listed crypto
derivatives volumes experienced a marginal quarter-on-quarter decline
as traders continue to wait for prices to break out of the range. For
Genesis however, Q1’22 marked another quarterly volume record for
the derivatives business, with a ~33% increase from Q4’21. Thanks to
broadening client engagement across a wider range of products, our
market share continues to expand.

Chart: Q1’22 IV’s showcasing the steep decline of vols into the end of the quarter

Chart: 25D skew seesawed with spot prices throughout the quarter, with a central tendency to puts remaining bid
over calls.
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Chart: BTC listed options volumes showing a steady baseline near $5 billion over the quarter, a marginal decline
from Q4 2021.

As the breadth and quality of market participants grows, baseline
volatility in the underlying asset continues to decrease. This reflects a
greater market depth and capacity to absorb larger linear and non-linear
derivatives flows. We are observing the crypto markets mature in real
time: 90-day realized volatility is currently 17 vol points below the level it
was at in July of last year, while average options volumes are double what
they were when Bitcoin fell back below $40,000 at that time. This has led
to a meaningful shift in perspective for vol traders: in 2022, BTC IVs in the
80’s has been a screaming sale, whereas in 2021 it was a rather normal
occurrence, neither rich nor cheap.

Chart: 90-day historical realized volatility over the past year. Overall market maturation is resulting in lower levels
in BTC realized volatility.
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Chart: BTC 2-week/2-month options volume in USD vega terms over a 12-hour rolling window has
regularly exceeded $20k of vega (nearly 75% of the time), reflecting consistent demand for the
equivalent of ~1000 BTC units of benchmark front month 20 delta option, one of the most frequently
traded instruments in our analytics. (Source: Deribit)

Surging Stablecoin Interest
Time will tell whether the aforementioned end-of-quarter appetite for
vega in crypto majors represents a cyclical bottom or if it simply reflects
demand for a proxy hedge against pervasive uncertainty. The latter
dovetails neatly with the banner derivatives’ trade of the quarter: short
USDT.
While the much-bandied transaction made headlines in late March,
cumulative interest expressing the bearish USDT thesis was robust well
before the news broke. While shorting an asset which is designed to be
capped at parity appears to require no further optionality, the derivatives
desk saw substantial interest to put on the short tether trade not just in OTC
forwards but also via options. Notwithstanding the challenge of pricing
an essentially binary outcome, nonlinear derivatives on stablecoins
continue to gain interest from the traditional financial community.
Counterparties around the world have strongly differing views on USDT:
many crypto-native firms are comfortable with the risk profile of USDT
and view it as foundational to their trading and payments businesses, but
many traditional financial institutions look through to tether’s underlying
reserves to evaluate its credit risk. Given the size of the USDT market and
its centrality to crypto liquidity, we’ve been able to facilitate large sizes on
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both sides of this trade.
While the USDT short is set to play out over quarters to come, LUNA, the
obverse of another major dollar stable UST, was also a key saga of the
first three months of 2022. Insofar as non-crypto natives took a deep-dive
on the potential vulnerabilities of tether, the crypto-native community
was locked in its own existential debate about the viability of the Terra
protocol and the potential for a disorderly unwind of the algorithmic
stablecoin that is UST. Though of a lower order of magnitude, Genesis
saw consistent, broadening two-way engagement with its client base
to position around the now fourth largest circulating stablecoin in the
market.
The fate of both LUNA and UST depends on a symbiotic functional
relationship between them, and the notion that a sudden decrease in
UST demand could necessitate a LUNA supply shock became a regular
feature of Q1 FUD. This phenomenon drove demand for downside in
the January sell-off that saw LUNA break below $50, and it similarly
engendered a significant boost in demand for calls and call spreads on
the impressive recovery that pushed LUNA back above $100.

Chart: LUNA/USD price action in Q1 showing the abrupt sell-off from $90 to $50 and stunning reversal to end the
quarter at nearly $106.

During the rally in LUNA, UST deposits swelled geometrically by billions
of dollars as UST yield seekers could not pass up the juicy 19.5% interest
offered through Anchor Protocol. This tremendous growth in UST market
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cap demanded a commensurate burn of LUNA tokens which pushed spot
back into the triple digits. Throughout March, hedging interest emerged
at those levels to lock in outsized gains, and as such, LUNA forwards and
options became Genesis’ top traded altcoin derivative over the quarter.
Genesis’ capacity to not only provide insight and price a diverse array of
these novel trades, but also to print tickets in the hundreds of millions to
even billions of dollars is what sets us apart. Month after month, Genesis
continues to attract the biggest names across crypto and tradfi who seek
the ability to express their crypto market views in the most efficient way
possible with one of the most reputable counterparties in the space.
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With the world’s reserve currencies increasingly mired in geopolitical
conflict and weakened by inflation, Bitcoin’s moment—and perhaps
that of the crypto asset class more broadly—has seemingly arrived. As
adoption of cryptocurrency increases, it constitutes a growing portion of
select foreign reserves, corporate treasuries and retail savings accounts
around the world. Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies may eventually be
held by a large swath of sovereign states, state-owned enterprises and
public institutions, alongside their traditional holdings.
The deepening of the digital asset derivatives market will play a key part
in that kind of monumental ascent to financial prominence. But, in order
for such a new world order to become reality, cryptocurrency markets
must continue to mature. The ability of participants to efficiently hedge
their risk in any market environment, and take directional and volatilityrelated views through derivative products, is an essential precondition.
What we have seen in the first quarter of 2022—particularly in terms of
continued growth in our volumes, derivatives product offerings and client
base—bodes well in this respect. As the premier digital asset trading
house in the space, Genesis will continue to be at the forefront of this
maturation process.
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Stay Connected

Genesis is a full-service digital currency prime brokerage
providing a single point of access for select qualified
individuals and global institutional investors. Genesis
combines unrivaled operational excellence, a seamless
user experience, and best-in-class client service to provide
the full suite of services global investors require to manage
their digital asset portfolios.

For more information from
this report, contact us at
info@genesistrading.com,
or call us at (212) 668-5921.
www.genesistrading.com
Twitter

The firm offers sophisticated market participants a fullyintegrated platform to trade, borrow, lend, and custody
digital assets, creating new opportunities for yield while
increasing capital efficiency for counterparties.

LinkedIn
Facebook

Learn More About
Our Services
About Genesis
Genesis Prime
Lending FAQ
Custody FAQ
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Disclosures
This research is for our clients only. Other than disclosures relating to Genesis, this research is based on current public information that
we consider reliable, but we do not represent is accurate or complete. This research should not be relied upon as investment advice.
The information, opinions, estimates and forecasts contained herein are as of the date hereof and are subject to change without prior
notification. We seek to update our research as appropriate. Other than certain industry reports published on a periodic basis, the large
majority of reports are published at irregular intervals as appropriate in the analyst’s judgment. Genesis conducts a global prime brokerage
service, integrating digital asset lending, trading, and custodial services. Genesis Global Trading, Inc., registered in the United States with
the SEC as a broker-dealer, is a member of SIPC (https://www.sipc.org). SIPC coverage does not cover digital assets, virtual currency,
cryptocurrency, or other related assets. Our salespeople, traders, and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or
trading strategies to our clients and principal trading desks that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this research.
The analysts named in this report may have from time to time discussed with our clients, including Genesis salespersons and traders, or
may discuss in this report, trading strategies that reference catalysts or events that may have a near-term impact on the market price of
the digital assets discussed in this report, which impact may be directionally counter to the analyst’s published price target expectations
for such digital assets. Any such trading strategies are distinct from and do not affect the analyst’s fundamental rating or commentary for
such digital assets. We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and employees, will from time to time have long or short positions in, act as
principal in, and buy or sell, the digital assets and securities or derivatives thereof, if any, referred to in this research. The views attributed
to third party presenters at Genesis-arranged conferences, including individuals from other parts of Genesis or its parent, Digital Currency
Group (DCG), and any affiliates or subsidiaries of thereof, do not necessarily reflect those of Genesis and are not an official view of Genesis.
Any third party referenced herein, including any salespeople, traders and other professionals or members of their household, may have
positions in the products mentioned that are inconsistent with the views expressed by analysts named in this report. This research is not an
offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. It does not
constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual
clients. Clients should consider whether any advice or recommendation in this research is suitable for their particular circumstances and,
if appropriate, seek professional advice, including tax advice. The price and value of any investments referred to in this research and the
income from them may fluctuate. Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss
of original capital may occur. Fluctuations in exchange rates could have adverse effects on the value or price of, or income derived from,
certain investments. Certain transactions, including those involving futures, options, and other derivatives, give rise to substantial risk and
are not suitable for all investors.
Disclaimer
IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: Genesis Global Trading, Inc. and its global affiliates (collectively, “Genesis”) do not provide legal, compliance,
tax or accounting advice. Accordingly, to the extent there is any discussion of U.S. tax matters included in these materials, it is not intended
or written to be used, and cannot be used or relied upon, by you for the purpose of avoiding any tax penalties and may have been written
in connection with the promotion or marketing of any transaction contemplated hereby. You should seek professional advice in respect of
your specific circumstances from an independent tax advisor.
This presentation and the material contained herein are confidential and may not be distributed in whole or in part to anyone other than
the intended recipients. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution of all or any of this material or the information contained herein is strictly
prohibited. Neither this presentation nor any related discussion may be disclosed or used for any purpose other than as described below
without the prior written consent of Genesis. These materials were prepared exclusively for the benefit and use of the Genesis client or
the potential Genesis client to whom it is directly delivered and/or addressed (the “Company”) in order to assist the Company in evaluating,
on a preliminary basis, the feasibility of a possible transaction or transactions or other business relationship. Further, these materials are
for discussion purposes only and are incomplete without reference to, and should be viewed solely in conjunction with, the oral briefing
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provided by Genesis and the terms and disclosures set forth on the Genesis website, which are deemed incorporated herein.
The information provided in this communication does not constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or other advice.
Genesis is not acting as your fiduciary. You are advised to make your own assessment of whether a Genesis service that you are considering
is suitable for you and ensure that you have the necessary experience and knowledge to understand the risks involved in relation to those
particular services, transactions or investments. Prior to entering into any transaction, you should determine, without reliance upon us or
our affiliates, the economic risks and merits (and independently determine that you are able to assume these risks) as well as the legal,
tax and accounting characterizations and consequences. In this regard, by accepting this presentation, you acknowledge that (a) we are
not in the business of providing (and you are not relying on us for) legal, tax or accounting advice, (b) there may be legal, tax or accounting
risks associated with any transaction, (c) you should receive (and rely on) separate and qualified legal, tax and accounting advice and (d)
you should apprise senior management in your organization as to such legal, tax and accounting advice and our disclaimer as to these
matters. By accepting receipt of this presentation, the recipient will be deemed to represent that they possess, either individually or
through their advisers, sufficient investment expertise to understand the risks involved in any transactions or services discussed herein
and that they have not relied in whole or in part on any of the information provided by Genesis in making such determination.
The trading of digital currency as herein described is an inherently risky activity. Digital currency does not benefit from the protections
afforded by the Securities Investor Protection Corporation. A counterparty’s ability to enter into derivatives with Genesis depends on
satisfying a number of regulatory requirements imposed on derivatives under the Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act and applicable law including but not limited to characterization as an eligible contract participant under the U.S. Commodity
Exchange Act.
The permissibility of borrowing and lending from and to counterparties may depend on Genesis’s licenses, a counterparty’s circumstances
and the applicability of local lending and borrowing laws. The custody of digital currency is not subject to protections or insurance provided
by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or other US governmental programs. Genesis provides its services solely in connection with
supported digital currencies. Genesis trading services are available to select qualified institutional investors and accredited individuals
(a) who have assets equal to or greater than $10mm (including digital currency holdings, as applicable) and (b) who are interested in (i)
trading amounts equivalent to at least USD $250,000 (whether in cash or digital assets) per transaction, or (ii) lending or borrowing at least
100 BTC, 1,000 ETH or USD $2,000,000, whether in cash or stablecoins.
Any prices or levels contained herein are preliminary and indicative only and do not represent bids or offers. These indications are provided
solely for your information and consideration, are subject to change at any time without notice and are not intended as an offer to sell or
a solicitation to purchase any financial instrument. Nothing contained herein shall constitute any representation or warranty as to future
performance of any financial instrument, credit, currency rate or other market or economic measure. In preparing this presentation, we
have relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information available from public
sources or which was provided to us by or on behalf of the Company or which was otherwise reviewed by us. Genesis does not make any
representations or warranties, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information provided herein. Any estimates
included herein constitute our judgment as of the date hereof represent potential future events that may or may not be realized and are not
a complete analysis of every material fact representing any product. Any estimates included herein constitute our judgment as of the date
hereof and are subject to change without any notice. We and/or our affiliates may make a market in these instruments for our customers
and for our own account. Accordingly, Genesis may have a position in any such instrument at any time.
Genesis and Genesis Trading are marketing names for certain businesses of Genesis Global Trading, Inc. and its global affiliates and if
and as used herein may include as applicable employees or officers of any or all of such entities irrespective of the marketing name used.
Products and services may be provided by affiliates as may be appropriate to provide such services under applicable law. Securities
and digital assets are not deposits or other obligations of any commercial bank, are not guaranteed by any commercial bank and are not
insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. GGC International Limited is incorporated in the British Virgin Islands (“BVI”). BVI law
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may restrict the types of tradable instruments. Genesis Global Trading, Inc, a Delaware corporation, has been granted a Virtual Currency
License by the New York State Department of Financial Services and is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission as a
broker dealer. Genesis Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd. Is a private limited company organized under the laws of Singapore. Genesis Global Capital,
LLC is a limited liability company organized under the laws of Delaware. Genesis Custody Limited is registered as a cryptoasset business
with the UK Financial Conduct Authority and is not licensed in the United States. Certain services may not be available in a counterparty’s
jurisdiction.
© 2022 Genesis Global Trading, Inc. All rights reserved. “Genesis”, the Genesis logo, and other Genesis trademarks and service marks
referenced herein are trademarks and service marks of Genesis and are used and registered throughout the world.
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